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Venus Ace Venus Ikon
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CUTLERY

PVD Platting

Food Safe 

Durable

Resistant to corrosion

Brilliante Decorative Finsh

Venus Italiano Fusion

Venus Elite

CUTLERY

Every phase is a technically demanding process 

with maximal focus on detai l .  At the end  of 

every effort each piece must fit into the highest 

quaility  criteria  of  VENUS  products. 
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Venus Prime Gold (162 GP)

Tribal Cutlery
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Every phase is a technically demanding process 

with maximal focus on detai l .  At the end  of 

every effort each piece must fit into the highest 

quaility  criteria  of  VENUS  products. 

CUTLERY

Venus Prime (162)

Venus Profile Rose Gold 
160 RG 6

156

131

Manufacture of a cutlery requires several important 

steps to fol low. Beginning with init ial steps of 

b lanking and rol l ing of  the raw mater ia ls up 

to  fi nal  buffi ng  and  sand  polishing.
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152

126 Matt Gold

Venus makes every effort  in perfect ing each 

and every product that is crafted, striving to make 

them  unique.
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Venus Italiano

CUTLERY
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Venus Premium (161) 

Mult iple designs to choose from as per your 

decor  and amb ience. 
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Sheet Hammered

Venus Opera

Venus Italiano Vintage

Every phase is a technically demanding process 

with maximal focus on detai l .  At the end  of 

e ve r y  e f f o r t  each  p i ece  mus t  f i t  i n to  t he 

highest quaility  criteria  of  VENUS  products. 

Enjoy the elegance of new patterns which is 

a  combinat ion of  c lass ic  and contemporary 

design.

Venus Profile (160)

CUTLERY
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Venus Classic
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A classic gently curvy border reflects timeless 

elegance.Venus cutlery is versatile in design and 

complements any fi ne dining dinnerware.
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CUTLERY

156 Latin Black

Diamond

Imperial

Knot

Physical Vapor Deposition, or PVD, is a vacuum 

coating process that produces a brilliant  decorative 

fi nish. PVD coatings are more resistant to corrosion 

from sweat and regular wear than regular plating.
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133
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105 119

Venus Cutlery is unique and is therefore admired 

by everyone. Venus offers a promise of elegance 

and Supreme quality.
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Venus makes every effort in perfecting each and  

every product that is crafted, striving to make 

them  unique.

131 Rose Gold
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Venus makes every effort in perfecting each and  

every product that is crafted, striving to make 

them  unique.

102

107 135-Banquet

101

147

Every phase is a technically demanding process 

with maximal focus on detai l .  At the end of 

every effort each piece must fit into the highest 

quaility  criteria  of  VENUS  products. 

Gold Plated
GP-200
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156 Gold Plated
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Variety of cutlery that re-define  beauty and add 

co lour  to your  breakfast/ lunch/d inner  tab le.

156 Rose Gold
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132157

Rod

T & D

Manufacture of cutlery requires several important 

steps to fol low. Beginning with int ial steps of 

b lanking and rol l ing of  the raw mater ia ls up 

to  fi nal  buffi ng  and  sand  polishing.

Zig ZagSquare Hammered

ARC 
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Venus Maple 156 Black Titanium

Venus makes every effort in perfecting each and  

every product that is crafted, striving to make 

them  unique.

Kids Serving Set 
KS 1444

Kids Cutlery : 1445
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